Necessity of (5) is proved by noting that stability of (A + BF) implies X+(A + BF) = 0,
and (5) t.hen follows from (10). The result of Theorem 1 is obtained directly, since
implies a solution K to F = KC. 
Next, from t,he well-knom results of &lman, the filtered estba,te Xkik of XI; is obtained as
Xlclk -
The first. fixed lag smoothing algorithm mas developed by Rauch [I] as an extension to the fixed interval smoothing algorithm 121. Meditch [3] rederived t.he result,s of [I] using orthogonal project,ion. He conjectured that the hed lag smoot.her [l] , [3] would be asymptotically stable under the usual condit.ions which guarantee asymptotic stability of the Kalman filter. However, Kailath and Frost [4] , while deriving t.he continuom-t,ime form of the smoothing equat.ions, pointed out that the equations representing the smoother and filter form a pair of adjoint systems. This would imply that the above conjecture about the stability of the fixed lag smoot.hing algorithm is false, as has been eslablished by Kelly and Anderson [5] . These aut,hors have shown that the fixed lag smoothing algorit.hm in [l] , [3] , and 141 are unstable, precisely when the corresponding filter is asymptotically stable.
Because of the usefulness of thE form of smoothing in providing an on-line estimat,e that is superior to the filt,ered estimat.e, it is desirable to explore t,he possibility of deriving stable solutions of t.he smoothing problem. Two such solutions have recently been proposed [6], [i] . The purpose of this note is to show t,hat t. b e smoothing algorithm developed earlier by t.he present authors [8] is asymptot.ically stable as long as the corresponding filter is asymptotically st,able. The stability is guaranteed by the fact that t,he structure of the smoot.her developed is analogous to that of the filter ikelf. For the sake of completeness, t.he smoother is derived here for the case of white Gaussian noise.
The system is represented by the pair of equations
where w g and v g are mutually independent, white, Gaussian noise sequences with covariances Qk and RA:, respect,ively. The object.ive is to get at the estimate fk-,v:k of the st,ate xt-x (for fked X). As a This shows that t.he smoother is asymptotically st,able if the filter for the augmented system is so. To check the stability of t.he augmented filt.er, we consider the homogeneous part of (5) and find its eigenvalues. Note t,hat the characterist.ic equation has the form
Alternatively, expanding the determinant about its elements of the first. row, we get
where n is the dimension of the state z k . Apparently then, nN of the eigenvalues of the augmented filter are located at the origin of t.he r-plane, whereas the remaining n eigenvalues are the same as those of the Kalman filter for the original system (l), (2) . It therefore follows that the smoothing algorithm (S)-(i) is asymptotically stable whenever the Kalman filter for (l) , (3) is asymptotically stable.
It may be of interest to note that the proposed fixed lag algorithm has been employed by the authors for obtaining smoothed st.ate est.imate of a number of linear and nonlinear, discrete-time as well as cont.inuous-time systems. Some of these results will be reported elsewhere. It has been shown [9] that this particular algorithm involves (9 -l)n 3 + (2n + 2 + m)nmN -mn(n + 1)/2 major computer operations at each stage (m. represents dimension of observation vector). For small values of X , this compares wit.h (3.5-V + 2)n 3 + (1.5-V + l)n 3 major operations involved for the algorithm in [SI. For a chosen combination n = 10, m = 3, and N = 3, it turns out that. the proposed algorithm requires 4085 operations against 13 050 operations of the other algorithm [SI. This demonstrah the comput.ationa1 superiority of t,he proposed algorit,hm. It is also of interest, to note that, st.arting wit.h (5) it. is possible to derive an a1ternat.e dynamic form of asymptotically stable ked lag smoot.her t,hat is also computationally efficient.. Thi-~111-. be indicated elsewhere.
